
24 Hours on the Plane of Air
A two-player game of conversation and travel

By Mendel Schmiedekamp
Inspired by Diceland from Cheapass games

and The Beekeeper by Mel Leverich

Setting Up

1) Print out the 2nd and 3rd page, 
preferably on card stock.

2) Cut out the dice and cards. 
3) Crease the dice along the triangle 

edges and each of the tabs.
4) Get some tape and join each tab to 

its adjoining triangle. Attach the 
tape to the back of the tab and then 
fold the other triangle so that the tab 
is hidden. Do this to the tabs in 
order, from 1 to 4.

5) You will now have a dozen cards 
and two dice. The dice with colored 
dots is the Speaker die, and the one 
with one black dot per face is the 
Listener die.

6) Get a friend and choose which of 
you will be the Speaker and which 
the Listener. 

7) The Listener gets the cards to start 
and chooses or rolls their die to 
determine their initial mood (the 
face up face of their die).

8) The Speaker chooses either Morose 
or Excited as their initial mood.

9) Mark the initial mood on your die, 
by a star or some other symbol.

10) Now you are ready to play.

Playing

1) If the Speaker's die shows Excited, 
the Listener gives the Speaker 3      
conversation cards of his or her 
choice, each with at least one 
unanswered question.

2) If the Speaker's die shows Morose, 
the Listener gives the Speaker 3      
conversation cards of his or her 
choice, each with at least one 
unanswered question.

3) The Speaker than chooses a card 
and a question on that card. 

4) Both the Listener and the Speaker 
choose a word showing from their 
current mood as a part of the answer 
to that question.

5) Using those two words as 
inspiration the Speaker and the 
Listener discuss and decide on a 
short answer to the chosen question, 
writing it down on the card.

6) Once this is done, the Speaker gives 
this card back to the Listener and 
presses down a dot matching the 
card's color on their die's face, 
changing mood.

7) After receiving this card the 
Listener presses down on the black 
dot showing on their die's face, 
changing mood.

8) If both the Listener and the Speaker 
change to their original moods at the 
same time, the journey has ended 
and they go their separate ways. 
Any unanswered questions remain 
unanswered.
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     The Listener

What is the Listener's 
name?

What quirk does the 
Listener have?

     The Destination

Where are you going?

What is happening 
there?

Who is waiting for one 
of you?

      Our Troubles

The Listener is troubled 
by?

The Speaker is troubled 
by?

      Things To Do

The Listener must do?

The Speaker must do?

How can you help each 
other?

      Regrets

The Listener regrets?

The Speaker regrets?

What regret does one of 
you fear on this journey?

      The Sights

What beauty is along the 
way?

What ugliness is along 
the way?

What surprises you 
both?

Closed

Cold
Door

Mountain

Pushing

Silence
Escape

Angry

Cross
Fight

Kitchen

Fire

HeatTiger

Kind

Healing
Palm

 Saffron

Apology

Glow
Search

Thoughtful

Debate
Swamp

Hermit
Mind

QuestionSmile

Open

Blue
Plains

Honest

Sky

Truth
Answer

Pleased

Road
Drink

Package

Grin

River
Wonder

Excited

JoyRunning

Plans

Castle

Marriage Discovery

Anxious

Fever
Dark

Secret

Trial

Guest
Wall
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The Listener Gives You
3    Conversation Cards

The Listener Gives You
3    Conversation Cards

     The Speaker

What is the Speaker's 
name?

What quirk does the 
Speaker have?

      The Weather

The current weather?

The weather threatens?

What weather does one 
of you love?

      Other Travelers

One we find intriguing?

One we find attractive?

One we find disgusting?

        Our Hopes

The Speaker hopes and 
dreams about?

The Listener hopes and 
dreams about?

      World Troubles

What threat worries the 
Speaker?

What threat worries the 
Listener?

What threat do you both 
find unimportant?

      Travel Trouble

What frustrates the 
Speaker?

What frustrates the 
Listener?

What delays the journey?

Excited

 Love
 Birds

 Hands

 Shouting

 Smell
Dance

Morose

Hate
Worms

Feet

Breathing

Words
Shake

Pleased

Gift
Island

Purple

Whisper

Music
Laugh

Curious

Cat
Sea

Touch

Eyes

GossipGlass

Creative

Yellow
Whirlwind

Jump

Fingers

VaultGlass

Anxious

Time
Horse

 Stomach

 Humming

Taste
Spin

Angry

Pain
Bear

Fist

Growling

Blood
Red

Nostalgic

Brown
Dog

 Heart

Book

Dust
Sleep



Extra Conversation Cards
Use these when you want to play another 24 hours.

      World Troubles

What threat worries the 
Speaker?

What threat worries the 
Listener?

What threat do you both 
find unimportant?

      Travel Trouble

What frustrates the 
Speaker?

What frustrates the 
Listener?

What delays the journey?

        Our Hopes

The Speaker hopes and 
dreams about?

The Listener hopes and 
dreams about?

      Other Travelers

One we find intriguing?

One we find attractive?

One we find disgusting?

      The Weather

The current weather?

The weather threatens?

What weather does one 
of you love?

     The Speaker

What is the Speaker's 
name?

What quirk does the 
Speaker have?

     The Listener

What is the Listener's 
name?

What quirk does the 
Listener have?

     The Destination

Where are you going?

What is happening 
there?

Who is waiting for one 
of you?

      Our Troubles

The Listener is troubled 
by?

The Speaker is troubled 
by?

      Things To Do

The Listener must do?

The Speaker must do?

How can you help each 
other?

      The Sights

What beauty is along the 
way?

What ugliness is along 
the way?

What surprises you 
both?

      Regrets

The Listener regrets?

The Speaker regrets?

What regret does one of 
you fear on this journey?
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